Abstract-Blackouts in power systems are due to cascading failures whose typical development can be split in two phases: a slow cascade and a fast cascade. Once a blackout occurred, the restoration is as an additional (and last) phase. The blackout Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) can be decomposed in three levels, according to three phases. An analog Monte Carlo simulation has been developed for the level-I, in order to simulate independent and thermal failures during the slow cascade. The main limitation of such an analog simulation is the small fraction of runs leading to interesting consequences. The aim of this paper is then to propose biasing techniques in order to improve the blackout PRA level-I Monte Carlo simulation efficiency. Two methods are explored: favoring failures during the cascade by forcing them to occur before a time limit and favoring thermal failures by biasing weather conditions sampling. Results obtained on a test case show that a significant gain can be reached.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A blackout is a total collapse of the electrical grid on a large area leading to a power cutoff, due to a cascading failure. The typical development of a cascading failure leading to a blackout can be split in two phases [1] , [2] . Following the occurrence of an initial perturbation (initiating(s) event(s): the loss of one or several elements), two possibilities arise. If this perturbation causes the simultaneous loss of several elements, the N − 1 rule directly ends up and the system can become electrically unstable (the initiating events are also the triggering events). A fast collapse of the electrical grid can then start. But, in most cases, thanks to the N −1 rule, the grid stays electrically stable after the initiating event. A competition then starts between operators' corrective actions and possible additional failures, either due to thermal effects or independent. This phase is called slow cascade, because it displays characteristic times between successive events ranging from tens of seconds to hours. The occurrence of additional events during this phase can trigger an electrical instability (violation of protections' set points, angular instability ...). From this instability on, a second phase called fast cascade develops, ruled by electrical transients, displaying characteristic times between successive events ranging from milliseconds to tens of seconds. This phase is too fast to allow operators to take corrective actions and it is characterized by a rapid succession of electrical events (additional failures, protection actions, etc.) whose occurrence order and timing are driven by the power system's dynamic evolution in the course of this transient. After this fast cascade, the electrical grid reaches a stable state: either a possible collapse of the power system in some zones, or a major load shedding. Once a blackout or a major load shedding occurred, the recovery period can be viewed as an additional (and last) phase. According to this typical blackout development, [2] proposed a three-level blackout Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) and developed an analog Monte Carlo (MC) simulation algorithm for the level-I, i.e. the assessment of the slow cascade. This simulation has been applied to different variants of a test system in [3] in order to reveal vulnerability paths. The main limiting factor for an application to real-size grids is the poor simulation efficiency. Indeed, since an analog MC simulation was used to estimate rare events, a huge amount of MC runs is necessary to reach a satisfactory precision: a small fraction of them leads to interesting consequences. The aim of this paper is then to propose biasing techniques in order to improve the blackout PRA level-I MC simulation efficiency. Two methods are explored: favoring failures during the cascade by forcing them to occur before a time limit and favoring thermal failures by biasing weather conditions sampling. This paper is structured as follows. Section II reminds the decomposition of the blackout PRA in three levels and the analog MC simulation algorithm used for the level-I. Section III introduces the biasing techniques used to improve the simulation efficiency. Section V presents the results. Finally, Section VI concludes and discusses some perspectives.
II. BLACKOUT PRA LEVEL-I
According to the analysis of previous blackouts and the typical blackout development, [2] proposed a methodology for blackout PRA based on dynamic PRA [4] . The main idea of dynamic PRA is to describe the electrical grid not only by discrete states, but also by a set of process variables (like temperatures, currents, voltages, etc.). This allows to consider the mutual interaction between discrete system states and continuous process variables: in each system state, process variables follow a deterministic evolution and transitions between system states depend on process variables. Dynamic PRA then allows to consider dependencies between events through process variables: the failure or the trip of an element can trigger the failure or the trip of another one through the consecutive evolution of process variables. Different methods are to be used for the three phases of a typical blackout development, by accounting for the different time and process characteristics. Thus, the blackout PRA is decomposed in three levels.
Level-I analysis is the assessment of the slow cascade: it starts with an initiating event and ends either when the electrical dynamics of the system becomes dominant 1 or when the system is put back into a secure state. In this level, we have to take into account the competition between additional failures, due to thermal effect 2 or independent, and corrective actions: operators will try to eliminate overloads and to come back to a secure state. Electrical time constants are very small compared to thermal time constants and operator actions' characteristic times. This means that, after each transition in the system state during the slow cascade, electrical variables reach their stationary values in a negligible time compared to thermal transients and operators' actions. However, if variations in the values of the electrical variables become important, the power system could become electrically unstable and the fast cascade simulation could then be starting. A MC simulation algorithm for the slow cascade is given in Figure 1 . The initial conditions and the initiating event(s) are sampled. The electrical stability is assessed and the steady state computed (if it exists). If the electrical dynamics of the system becomes dominant (local or global possibility of electrical instability), the scenario is called "dangerous" (blackout or major load shedding possible), the slow cascade simulation is stopped and the fast cascade simulation could be started. Otherwise, the thermal transient is simulated. Lines, cables and transformers failure times (either thermal or independent) are sampled as well as operator corrective actions. If a new event occurs before the system is put back into a secure state, the simulation continues with this new contingency: the electrical stability is assessed and the electrical steady state is computed, etc. In the opposite case, the slow cascade simulation is stopped and the scenario is labeled as safe (non-dangerous). We assume that operators are able to put back the system into a secure state after a time delay T m after the last failure. In order to run this algorithm, we need to model the evolution of failure rates (or failure probabilities) with temperature, hence the temperature evolution. The effect of a temperature increase and, hence, thermal failure modes, are different for overhead lines, for underground cables and for power transformers. For lines, the problem is the sag increase with the temperature, possibly leading to a short-circuit with the ground. If S(θ) is the sag of the line when its temperature is equal to θ, H L is the height of the suspension point, H V is the height of the vegetation, E D is the breakdown electric field of 1 i.e. if the system is locally or globally subject to voltage instability, frequency instability or angle instability (transient or small-signal) or if electrical variables violate one or several protections' set points. 2 The power flow changes after an event trigger a thermal transient in several elements. This thermal transient leads to a temperature increase in some elements and, thus, increases the probability of failure. ambient air and V is the phase-to-ground voltage of the line, the trip of the line due to a short-circuit occurs when
Overhead lines' thermal failures are thus setpoint-based failures. For cables and transformers, the issue is completely different: when the temperature of a dielectric material increases, its dielectric strength decreases, possibly leading to a dielectric breakdown. In these cases, the failure rate simply increases with the temperature. The modeling of failure rates' dependence on temperature and the time evolution of temperatures are described in [2] . To be applied to a real power system, this method requires thus not only the electrical parameters are needed, but also thermal and mechanical properties. Reference [3] discusses this question.
III. METHODOLOGY
In a reliable electric grid such as real power systems, the probability to have a cascading failure leading to loss of supplied energy after an initiating event is very small. Therefore, the analog algorithm described previously will need a huge amount of MC runs to reach a satisfactory precision and will waste a lot of computing time in the simulation of safe histories. Variance reduction techniques such as biased schemes must be developed in order to improve the simulation efficiency. This Section presents two techniques: favoring failures during the cascade by forcing them to occur before a time limit and favoring thermal failures by biasing weather conditions sampling. The main idea of these techniques is to keep the same scheme for the sampling of the first event, and then to proceed with a biasing scheme conditional on that initial event.
A. Forcing failures
When new contingencies are sampled, the system reliability is such that too few MC runs are likely to have failure events sampled before the system is put back into secure state (time limit T m ). A classical way to overcome this problem consists in forcing the occurrence of the next event before a time T after the last failure [6] . The biased cdf used to sample the failure time of each element (component-based approach) is thenF
where F i (t) is the initial cdf, given, for cables and transformers, by
and, for overhead lines, by
where a tree flashover occurs at the time τ i . The statistical weight of the MC run can then be modified while using the biased cdf (1) because the same statistical expected value must be kept. If non-biased cdf are used to sample components' failure times, the probability that the component i has the minimum failure time in the time interval dτ arount the time τ is given by
where f i (t) is the component's i failure time pdf and
The same probability from biased cdf is given bỹ
The weight is therefore given by
One can think that the time T should be chosen equal to T m in order to sample all failures before this time limit. In this case, as a new failure occurs until an electrical instability is reached, all MC runs will contribute, in fine, to the statistic of dangerous scenarios. However, the weight of some MC runs can be huge and will increase the variance. Indeed, if we consider for example n components with constant failure rates and λ i T << 1 (reliable components), the weight can be approximated by
If
Therefore, in order to keep a small variance, it is necessary to eliminate MC runs with a sampled failure time "near" T , by using T > T m . The variance can also be deteriorated when a tree flashover occurs at time τ i < T m . Using biased cdf, if the first sampled failure is due to this tree flashover, the weight will increase. Consequently, we suggest to test before each sampling if a tree flashover occurs, to use an analog sampling if it is the case, and to apply this biasing only on the contrary. Moreover, it is useless to continue to use a biased sampling when the weight of a MC run is going very low: its contribution to the estimation will be insignificant while it will keep requiring computing resources. We propose to use this biased sampling only if the weight is higher than a cut-off weight p C , otherwise a non-biased sampling is used (variant of the Russian roulette).
B. Favoring thermal failures
Forcing failures to occur before a time limit improves the statistics of cascading failures due to independent events, but does not improve the statistics of cascading failures due to tree flashover. A way to favor such thermal failures is to bias the initial sampling of weather conditions, i.e. favoring the sampling of high ambient temperatures θ i and low wind speeds v i . If temperature and wind speeds are sampled from independent laws, the marginal pdf functions of the ambient temperatures f Θ,i (θ i ) and wind speeds f V,i (v i ) can be modified intof Θ,i (θ i ) andf V,i (v i ) to favor high ambient temperatures and low wind speeds. The weight must then be multiplied by
for the temperature, and by
for the wind speeds. However, if some of these variables are sampled from dependent laws, this weight is not correct. For example, if wind speeds in a dependent way, the weight is given by
When dependent random variables are sampled to model weather conditions, the joint cdf is in general modeled by a Copula C(u 1 , ..., u n ) which is a function of the marginal distributions [7] ,
The joint pdf is then given by
and, by denoting c the Copula density,
The presence of the Copula densities does not allow to control the global weight, even if the marginal weights f i /f i are controlled. This can lead to huge weights for some MC runs, and thus possibly to a variance increase (instead of a variance reduction). Therefore, if dependent random variables are obtained on the basis of independent random variables, the biasing technique should be applied directly to the independent random variables to avoid the impact of the Copula density. Figure 2 shows the test system used: it is an adaptation a reduced-order equivalent of the interconnected New England Test System (NETS) and New York Power System (NYPS) with 3 other neighboring regions (69-bus test system, data available on http://homepages.ulb.ac.be/ ∼ phenneau/).
IV. TEST CASE

A. Test system
B. Analog sampling of weather conditions
To consider the correlation between production in different wind farms, the joint normal distribution method is used to sample wind speeds [7] , which is a way to sample wind speeds using a Gaussian Copula, so the rank correlations are kept. The main idea of this algorithm is to sample standard normal dependent variables and to apply a transformation to get samples distributed according to the desired marginals. The sampling of normal dependent variables is done in two steps: the first one is the sampling of normal independent variables and the second one is the transformation of the sample into a sample of dependent variables. To model the marginal distributions, the two-parameter Weibull distribution is commonly used [8] . Parameters of the Weibull law vary along the year as well as the air temperature and the load. Consequently, these values are sampled according to the moment (day & hour) in the year.
C. Modeling assumptions
A unique vegetation height is used for all lines and all MC runs, such that the probability of having a short circuit with the ground in all weather conditions and with no contingency is 10 −5 . Only voltage and frequency instabilities are considered for the electrical instability of the system. We consider the system thermally stable if there is no new contingency during 60 minutes (T m = 1h).
V. RESULTS
The variable of interest is the probability to reach an electrical unstable state after an initiating event. The key parameter to estimate its precision is the sample variance S 2 (unbiased estimator of the variance σ 2 ): any confidence interval is proportional to S 2 /M where M is the number of MC runs. The value of M needed to reach a given precision is thus proportional to the sample variance. However, the efficiency is not directly given by the total number of MC runs but more by the total computing time needed to reach a given precision. As variance reduction techniques could imply not only the reduction of the variance, but also the increasing of computing time per MC run (i.e. if more events are simulated per MC run), the global efficiency of a MC simulation algorithm is characterized by the figure of merit defined by
wheret is the mean time per MC run [9] . Two techniques were proposed: favoring failures during the cascade by forcing them to occur before a time limit and favoring thermal failures by biasing weather conditions sampling. Subsection V-A focuses only on the first one by applying it to the independent simulation algorithm (i.e. same algorithm, but neglecting thermal failures and considering only independent failures) in order to avoid non-biased dangerous MC runs with a unit weight. Subsection V-B combines then these two techniques to the dependent simulation algorithm (i.e. considering thermal failures as well).
A. Independent MC simulation
The biasing time factor is defined as α = T /T m . The mean times per MC run, the sample variances and the figures of merit are shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5, respectively, for four cut-off weights, p C = 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 . They are compared to the characteristics of the unbiased simulation. For α < 10, even if the figure of merit is higher in some cases than for the unbiased case, it can be also strongly lower. Indeed, some MC runs can get a high weight and then induce a high variance. On the contrary, for α > 10, the figure of merit is higher than the unbiased case. It is stabilized for all cut-off weights for 30 ≤ α ≤ 300 to values ten to thirty times higher than the unbiased one. Therefore, favoring failures during the cascade by forcing them to occur before a time limit allows to strongly improve the efficiency of an independent simulation algorithm. The sensitivity to the precise values of the biasing time factor α and the cut-off weight p C is low for 30 ≤ α ≤ 300. 
B. Dependent MC simulation
This Subsection first studies the impact of favoring failures by forcing failures to occur before a time limit. When only this technique is used, the mean times per MC run, the sample variances and the figures of merit are shown in Figures 6, 7 , and 8, respectively, for four cut-off weights, p C = 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 . The efficiency is improved only for α ≥ 100, and the gain is then limited to several tens of percents. The efficiency is deteriorated for smaller values of α, especially when the cut-off weight is low. Indeed, the simulation time per MC run is increased in these cases, while the variance is not strongly reduced. The small gain for the variance can be explained by cascading failures entirely due to thermal failures of overhead lines: in these cases, the final weight is not reduced and equal to 1. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the number of cascading failures entirely due to thermal failures of overhead lines while reducing their weight by favoring thermal failures by biasing weather conditions sampling. The definition of biased probability distributions is complex because the number of dangerous histories must be significantly increased while the weight of dangerous histories must be controlled (to not deteriorate the variance). A well-known variance reduction technique is the importance sampling. However, if the importance function is not properly selected, the results may be worse [10] . In this case, we do not have a priori knowledge of the probability distribution of the random variable whose mean value has to be estimated. We propose then to use a heuristic technique. In order to keep a bounded weight, the sampling interval is divided into subintervals and, in each subinterval, the same pdf as the unbiased one is applied, but with a scale factor E i (different for each subinterval). Obviously, these scale factors must be chosen so that a well-defined pdf is kept. The weight is simply given by the inverse of the scale factor in the sampled subinterval. We propose to divide the sampling interval into n I subintervals with the same unbiased probability. In this case, the sum of the scale factors must be equal to n I so that a well-defined pdf is kept. If we want to favor high values of the random variable sampled, the scale factor has to increase with the random variable values. Different simple laws can then be used for the scale factor, for example a linear law with a scale factor given by E i = 2i/(n I + 1) for the subinterval i, or a quadratic law with a scale factor given by
2 /((n I + 1)(2n I + 1)). This technique can be simply applied to the ambient temperature to favor high values, since a unique temperature is sampled for the entire network. For wind speeds, the uncontrolled effect of the Copula density must be avoided. As the correlations between wind speeds are high, we propose to apply the biasing technique directly and only to the first normal random variable in order to limit the weight variability. If we want to favor thermal failures, the biasing must favor low wind speeds. Figures 9 and 10 show the results for a linear biasing and a quadratic biasing, respectively, and with p C = 10 −1 . For the linear biasing, the efficiency increases with n I , but saturation occurs for n I ≥ 6. The wind speed biasing is more efficient than the temperature biasing, but the combination of both is better. Even if this gain is significant, it is not as high as for the independent simulation. For the quadratic biasing, even if the efficiency is improved when only the wind speed is biased, the biasing of the temperature decreases the efficiency. The combination of both is then less efficient than the only biasing of the wind speed. These results suggest that the combination of a quadratic law for the wind speed and a linear law for the ambient temperature should be more efficient. By this way, we can reach a figure of merit equal to 2.68 × 10 4 ms −1 for n I = 4 and α = 300, which corresponds to an improvement by a factor 3, compared to an unbiased simulation. VI. CONCLUSIONS Finally, we applied biasing methodologies to improve the efficiency of the level-I. We showed that the variance linked to independent failures can be strongly reduced by favoring failures during the cascade by forcing them to occur before a time limit. The variance linked to thermal failures of overhead lines is more difficult to reduce. However, we can favor them by biasing the sampling of weather conditions. The combination of the two techniques can lead to an efficiency gain equal to 3 (in terms of figure of merit). As the proposed techniques appear to be limited to this improvement, other variance reduction techniques should be studied, such as adaptive (iterative) sampling [11] and stratified sampling [10] .
